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A
1 Introduction
　As　the　21st　century　appfoaches，　there　are　voices　demanding　decentraliza－
tion　of　power　as　we　reevaluate　our　national　structure．　At　the　same　time，
the　guarantee　of　local　autonomy　has　become　a　focus　for　efforts　toward
political　reform．　Receiving　special　attention　was　the　final　report　presented
to　prime　Minister　Hosokawa　on　October　27，1993　by　The　Third　Extraordi－
nary　Administrative　Reform　Promotion　Committee（第三次臨時行政改革推
進審会議）（hereinafter　referred　to　as“Third　Ad　Reform　Committee”）．　The
report　proposed　the　enactment　of　the　Basic　Decentralization　of　Power　Act
（地方分権基本法）as　well　as　pointed　out　the　need　for　legal　provisions　for’
transferring　various　types　of　authority　concentrated　within　the　central　gov－
ernment　to　local　autonomous　bodies．　However，　such　calls　for　the　transfer
of　power　were　also　made　in　the　reports　of　the　First　and　secopd　Ad．Reform
Committees　and　went　largely　unheeded　due　to．resistance　from　the　central
government　ahd　bureaucracy．
　　Nevertheless，‘although　the　actual　implementation　of　local　autonomy　meets
with　predictable　dissenting　voices　and　resistance　from　the　bureaucracy，
there　is　greater　national　consciousness　of　the　issue　of　local　autonomy　and
it　has　evidently　become　a　part　of　the　government’s　itinerary．
　　In　6rder　to　make　a　thorough　study　of　this　subject，　it　is　first　necessary　to
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review　the　spirit　of　Iocal　autonomy　from　the　standpoint　of　constitutionalism．
This　article　will　follow　the　development　process　of　modern　constitutional
government　and　the　way　in　which　the　indigenous　right　of　autonomy　and　local
rights，　which　constitute　the　principle　of　local　autonomy，　have　been　treated．
Observation　wi11　also　be　made　of　how　such　rights　have　been　interpreted
within　the　Japanese　Constitution　and　their　present　status．　Finally，　this　paper
also　presents　specific　examples　to　illustrate　the　importance　of　establishing
the　right　of　autonomy　and　local　rights　in　solving　the　present　problems
surrounding　local　autonomy．
2　Local　Autonomy　and　the　Modern　Constitutionalism
　　When　discussing　local　autonomy　in　modern　nations　it　is　necessary　to　lock
’at　the　relationship　between　the　post－Revolution　central　government　that　ap－
peared　in　France　and　local　governments．　The　French　Revolution　effectively
ended　the　type　of　Iocal　autonomy　of　Middle　Age　cities　linked　to　the　past
through　ancient　traditions　and　brought　about　a卑odern　state　based　on　the
concept　of　national　sovereignty．　The　National　Assembly　following　the　Rev－
olution　abandQned　the　traditional　local　autonomy　of　theαncien　re’qimei　and
entrusted　a　portion　of　domestic　administration　to　a　newly　formed　local
administrative　system　of　prefectures（deipαrtement），　counties（αrrondissement），
and　municipalities（commune）．　At　the　Constitutional　Convention，　Thouret
proposed　the　expression　local　rights（pouvoir　municipα1）which　appeared　in
the　Decree　of　December　14，1789．　Article　4　of　that　Decree　stipulates“Munic－
ipal　agencies　have　two　types　of　duties　to　carry　out．　The　first　are　those　that
are　inherent　to　the　rights　of　the　municipality　．and　those　that　are　inherent　to
the　general　administration　of　the　state　and　delegated　to　the　o伍ces　of　the
municipality．”Concerning　this　point，　however，　there　is　also　the　opinion　that
as　long　as　affairs　in　the　jurisdiction　of　the　municipality　coexist　with　dele一
?
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gated　agency　functions，　local　rights　cannot　exist　in　true　form．　Nevertheless，
the　1789　Constitutional　Convention　effectively　dissolved　the　antiquated　Mid－
dle　Age　municipal　autonomy　and　made　way　for　a　new　local　administrative
system　to　which　functions　belonging　to　municipalities　were　entrusted．　This
was　a　municipal　revolution　whose　ideological　origin　was　the　term“pouvoir
municipal．”
　　However，　this　call　for　local　rights　did　not　become　reality　in　France’s
road　toward　modern　constitutionalism　and　was　displaced　by　the　influence
of　1793　Jacobean　democracy．　In　1799，　under　Napoleon，　the　local　adminis－
trative　system　ceased　to　be　a　constitutionally　recognized　institution．　This
can　linked　to　the　idea　among　French　statesmen　that　the　existence　of　old
traditional　local　autonomy　under　the　French　Constitution　that　guaranteed
the　indivisibility　of　the　Republic　and　National　sovereignty　was　a　hindrance
to　modernization．
　　However，　the　idea　of　local　rights　and　the　concept　of　local　autonomy　as
aconstitutional　institution　were　Iater　inherited　by　the　Belgian　Constitution
that　was　enacted　in　February，1831．　Shortly　after，　it　was　incorporated
into　the（proposed）1849　Frankfurt　Constitution　as　an　oPPosing　theory　to
German’s　constitutional　monarchy2．
　Incidentally，　the　ideas　of　loca玉rights　that　spread　in　Germany　could　be
seen　in　the　Stein　City　Code　of　the　1809　Prussian　laws．　Otto　von　Gierke
wrote“The　traditional　collective　was　broken　down　by　the　French　Revolu・
tion，　land　and　citizens　were　numerically　divided，　and　cities　became　merely
geographical　parts　of　the　state．　PeOple’s　sovereignty　was　applied　and　un－
limited　autonomy　was　adopted，　but　as　a　consequence，　the　healthy　spirit　of
Gemeinwesen　was　lost．　Although　the　original　ideas　of　natural　law　excludes
intermediate　entities　between　the　State　and　the　individual，　in　Germany　there
exists　a　tendency　to　construct　society　frorn　bottom　to　top　along　the　ideas
of　natural　Iaw、”3　As　can　be　gathered　from　Gierke’s　assertion，　the　Stein
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City　Code　went　Contrary　to　the　method　of　the　French　Revolution　and　at－
tempted　to　carry　out　modernization　on　a　different　path　in　a　manner　similar
to　the　moderate　English　method．　That　is，　while　France　was　attempting
to　improve　the　livelihood　of　its　citizens　with　a　new　constitution　from　top
to　bottom　without　involving　municipaI　or　prefectural　ordinances，　the　Stein
City　Code　of　Prussian　Germany　made　an　effort　to　build　a　new　national
livelihood　by　laying　a　foundation　that　went　from　bottom　to　top．
　Along　with．the　ideas　of　the　Stein　City　Code，　Gierke　developed　the　opinion
that　local　entities　were　completely　separate　from　the　State　and　were　natural
creations　of　independent　origins．　In　other　words，　since　a　corporate　body　was
anatural　creation（naturicher　Gebilde），　like　natural　man，　it　had　indigenous
rights．　Therefore，　it　was　impermissible　to　base　its　existence　on　nationaI
duties　trahsferred　from　the　State．　He　further　asserted　that“Municipalities
are　entities　that　have　universal　rights　as　entities　in　themselves，　particularly
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　athe　rights　to　determine　a　public　budget　and　to　raise　autonomous　taxes：”4
　However，　this　opinion（the　indigenous　rights　school）was　to　receive　crit－
icism　from　Georg　Jelinek，　Julius　Hatschek，　and　others　in　the　mainstream
（the　derivative　school）of　German　publicism　that　came　into　being　from　the
latter　half　of　the　19th　century　and　into　the　20th　centu士y．5　According　to
、Peters，　the　derivative　school　is　based　on　the　opinion　that“Even　if　we　sup－
pose　the　existence　of　the　indigenous　rights　of　local　entities，　fundamentally
speaking，　they　are　based　on　the　mandate　of　the　state　and　as　themselves
are　not　original　rights　but　are　connected　to　the‘benevolence　of　the　state
（Staatsgnaden）’”6．
　Later，　provisions　related　to　local　autonomy　appeared　in　Germany　as　the
result　of　Article　1270f　the　Weimar　Constitution　and　Paragraph　2，　Article
280f　the　German　Basic　Law．　The　prρvision　in　Article　1270f　the　Weimar
Constitution　can　be　interpreted　not　as　an　active　guarantee　of　autonomous
rights7，　but　simply　as　a　declaration、　In　these　circumstances，　Hαη8　Pe‡ers　and
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others　publicists　such　as　O励Scんmitt，　who　appeared　in　the　later　part　of　the
Weimar　period，　began　actively　reviewing　the　right　of　autonomy‘narl　Schm tt
showed　that，　according　to　the　theory　of　institutional　guarantee，　instead　of
simple“empty　fundamental　rights，”the　local　autonomy　provisions　of　the
constitution“have　normative　meaning　and　bind　the　legislative　government；
They　have　the　function　of　providing　the　minimum　guarantee　agamst　ln－
fringement　by　law　in　local　autonomy．”Schmitt　stated：“lf　the　guarantee・is
to　have　any　substance，　the　legislative　government　cannot　have　a　complete
free　hand　in　dealing　with　municipal　organizations，　with　speci丘c　fields　of　ac－
tivity，　or　even　with　any　establishment　under　state　supervision．For　example，
there　can　be　no　doubt　that　transferring　all　management　of　the　affairs　of
local　entities　to　the　executive　branch　of　the　state（staticher　Podesta）would
infringe　on　the　substantial　assessment　of　our　nation’s　own　autonomy；that
discarding　the　rights　of　municipalities　to　administer　the　indigenous　prop－
erties　under　the　supervision　of　the　state　would，　in　our　opinion，　infringe　on
the　very　substance　of　local　government；and　that　laws　calling　for　immedi－
ate　incorporation　of　municipalities　of　10，0000r　less，　or　100，0000r　less，’
would　destroy　the　concept　of　our　nation’s　traditional　municipalities　as　well
as　their　autonomous　government．”8
　　1t　is　generally　believed　that　Paragraph　2，　Article　280f　the　present　German
BasiとLaw　expresses　the　institutional　guarantee　opinion．　In　other　words，
the　municipal　rights　and　the　rights　that　guarantee　the　incorporation　of　mu－
nicipalities（right　of　autonomy）stipulated　in　Paragraph　2，　Article　280f　the
Basic　Law“do　not　guarantee　local　rights　of　pre－nationalistic　character，　nor
do　they　guarantee　the　fUndamental　rights　of　local　entities　in　the　sense　of　sub－
jective　civil　rights　or　the“freedorn　of　municipqlities（Gerneinderfreigheit）”
that　became．an　issue　with　the　Frankfurt　Constitution　of　1849．　Instead，
they　have　the　nature　of　an　institutional　guarantee（institutionaelle　Garantie・
Einrichtungs　Garantie）that　guarantees　the　legal　institutions（Rechtseinrich一
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tung）of　municipalities　and　municipal　federations（incorporations；added　by
writer）．”He　also　asserts　that，　as　an　effect　of　the　introduction　of　this　institu－
tional　guarantee　into　the　Basic　Law，“Not　only　has　the　complete　abolition
of　local　self－government　as　a　legal　institution　become　impermissible，　but
the　legislative　government　has　been　obliged　to　not　infringe　on　the　essential
substance（Wesensgehalt）or　the　core（Kern）of　self－government　or　encroach
on　the　right　of　self－government　until　it　is　virtually　disappeared．”9
　This　institutional　guarantee　theory　is　still　a　popular　view　in　Germany　and
has　been　disputed　in　academic　circles　and　in　court　cases　concerning　the　issue
of　what　constitutes　the　essential　substance　or　core　of　a　local　autonomous
administration　that　cannot　be　infringed　upon　by　legislation．
3　Guarantee　and　Development　of　Local　Autonomy　in　Japan
　　（1）Local　Autonomy　under　the　Meiji　Constitution
　　Under　the　Meiji　Constitution，　local　autonomy　was　interpreted　as　a　mat－
ter　of　national　legislative　policy　and　not　treated　as　a　constitutional　matter．
On　the　other　hand，　local　autonomy　was　not　completely　ignored　since　it
was　discussed　in　the　drafting　process　of　the　Meiji　Constitution．　Eventuilly，
however，　the　Privy　Council　deleted　it　from　the　final　draft．　The　reason　for
this　omission　can　be　linked　to　the　fact　that　the　local　entities　were　not　seen
as　having　any　independent　nature．　It　was　also　true　that　local　autonomy
was　apt　to　be　thought　of　as　existing　under　the　umbrella　of　the“government
structure．”An　explanatory　statement　asserted　that　Iocal　autonomous　bod－
ies（municipalities）“are　preparatory　training　for　a　national　constitutional
government　and　have　a　nature　similar　to　that　of　the　Stein　City　Code　of
Prussian　Germany　promulgated　in　1808．”10　Actually，　in　April　1888，　the　City
Code（Shisei）and　the　Town　and　Village　Code（Chosonsei）were　enacted　as
structures　of　local　autonomy　along　similar　Iines　as　the　Prussian　system
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City，　town，　and　village　assemblies　were　made　legislative　organs，　assembIy
members　were　to　be　directly　elected　by　persons　who　qualified　as　taxpayers，
the　mayoral　o伍ce　of　the　municipality　became　an　executive　branch，　and　it
was　decided　that　the　central　government　would　Sanction　approval　upon　an
assembly’s　recommendation．　Upon　the　promulgation　of　the　City　Code　and
the　Town　and　V川age　Code，　the　Meiji　Government　at　the　time　explained
that“The　City　Code　and　the　Town　and　Village　Code　is　promulgated　out
of　the　desire　to　promote　the　benefit　to　local　communities　and　to　advance
the　hapPiness　of　the　populace，　to　respect　and　further　expand　the　old　cus－
toms　of　neighborhood　solidarity，　and　to　recognize　the　need　to　guarantee　the
rights　of　cities，　towns　and　villages　by　laws．”Consequently，　local　autonomy
in　Japan　was　different　from　that　of　France　where　the　intent　was　to　break
down　traditional　local　autonomy　to　institute　bureaucratic　local　autonomy．
In　the　case　of　Japan，　not　only　was　local　autonomy　seen　as　a　preparatory
step　toWard　a　national　constitutional　government，　it　was　connected　to　the
desire　to　respect　the　old　customs　of　neighborhood　solidarity．　Along　with　the
City　Code　and　the　Town　and　Village　Code，　the　Code　for　Urban　and　Rural
Prefectures（Fukensei）and　the　Country　Code（Gunsei）were　enacted　in　1890．
This　resulted　in　a　modern　institution　of　local　autonomy　that　consisted　of
prefectures，　cities，　towns，　and　village．111n　reality　however，　the　implemented
system　was　largely　non－representative　as　many　parts　of　local　administrative
functions　were　carried　by　prefectural　governors　who　worked　as　part　of　the
national　government．　In　other　words，　prefectures，　cities，　towns　and　villages
were　merely　local　entities　set　up　to　somehow　reflect　the　public　consensus
of　their　inhabitants．
　　However，　as　Japan　moved　towards　a　military　structure　in　Showa　years
and　especially　after　1931，　democracy　itself　was　viewed　with　skepticism
and　the　local　autonomies　were　criticized　for　their　deficiencies　and　for　the
financial　borden　they　represented．　Consequently，　supervision　by　the　central
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government　was　drastically　increased　and　local　autonomies　degenerated
into　the　smallest　units　of　national　policy．12
　　（2）Local　Autonomy　as　Guaranteed　by　the　Japanese　Constitution
　　The　Post－War　Japanese　Constitution　includes　a　separate　chapter　with　four
articles　concerning　local　autonomy・However，　it　was’not　She　Japanese　Gov－
ernment　that　introduced　these　provisions　into　the　draft　of　the　Constitution．
They　were，　instead，　a　product　of　GHQ　direction．13　Constitutional　guarantee
of　local　autonomy　means　that　any　alterations　or　abolition　of　the　various
regulations　or　basic　provisions　concerning　local　autonomyl　in　Chapter　8
have　to　be　made　through　the　process　of　constitutional　amendment．　This　is
an　essential　difference　with　the　local　autonomy　recognized　under　the　Meiji
Constitution．　According　to　the　general　viewpoint　at　the　time，“the　provi－
sions　related　to　local　autonomy　did　not　stop　in　prohibiting　the　abolition
of　local　institutions　without　constitutional　amendment，　but　also　prohibited
any　stipulations　related　to　the　organization　and　administration　of　local　pinb－
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Nlic　entities　without　legislation（the　power　of　laws　over　local　governments’
regulations），　and　even　went　a　step　further　by　carrying　a　positive　meaning
that　guaranteed　that　the　legislative　branch　was　bound　to、the　concept　of　the
‘principle　of　local　autonomy．’”14
　The　ideas　of　natural　law　were　no　doubt　inherent　in　the　basic　human　rights，
found　in　the　Japanese　Constitution．　However，　how　were　they　interpreted　in
the　context　of　local　public　entities？Knowing　this　is　crucial　in　studying　the
exact　nature　of　the　rights　of　autonomy．　For　this　purpose，　let　us　start　with
the　drafting　process　of　provisions　related　to　local　government．
　Local　government　reforms　were　promoted　by　the　GHQ　civil　government
and　were　sublect　to　the　same　kind　of　debate　that　took　place　in　the　enactment
process　of　government　institutions．
　First，　GHQ　set　up　a　steering　committee　within　to　see　that　Iocal　autonomy
was　clearly　specified　in　the　constitution．　However，　two　different　opinions
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apPeared　concerning　the　content　of　the　provisions　to　be　introduced．　One
group，　led　by　Merle　Rowell　strongly　advocated“home　rule，”while　the
other，　led　by　Charles　Kades，．believed　that　some　central　supervision　was
inevitable．　On　February　13，1946，　General　Whitney，　Iegal　chief　of　SCAP
（Supreme　Commander・of　Allied　Powers）drafted　a　compromise　proposal
between　the　two　opinions　and　presented　it　to　Joji　Matsumoto，　chairman　of
the　Investigation　Committee　for　Constitutional　Affairs．
　The　draft　proposal　outlined　by　GHQ　consisted　of　three　Articles　that　con－
tained　（D　rules　for　the　direct　election　of　chiefs（governor，　mayors，　etc．）and
legislators（representatives　to　prefectural　and　municipal　assemblies），②the
right　of　citizens　to　enact　charters，　and　＠　the　right　to　establish　special、ordi－．
nances　by　the　consent　of　the　maj　ority　of　voters．15　The　Japanese　Govemment，
notably　the　Ministry　of　Interior，　expressed　disapproval　of　direct　election．
At　the　end　of　deliberations，　however，　the　Constitution・came　to　provide　for
the　following：①rules　and　regulations　governing　local　public　entities　to　be
fixed　in　accordance　with‘‘the　principle　of　local　autonomy”；②the　direct
popular　vote　of　chiefs　and　assembly　members　in　all　local　public　entities；③
the　right　to　manage　local　government　property，　affairs，　and　administration
and　the　guarantee　that　any　special　laws　applicable　to　a　local　public　entity
is　subject　to　the　consent　of　its　voters．
　If　we　compare　the　GHQ　draft　and　the　Government’s　proposa1，　we　can
see　that　the　Government　trend　to　avoid　the　issue　of　equality　between　the
national　government　and　local　public　entities　that　was　underlined　in　the
GHQ　draft　proposal．　While　respecting　local　autonomy　based　on　the　prin－
ciple　of　local　government，　the　government　changed　the　provisions　made　by
GHQ　for　direct　popular　vote　of　executive　leaders（governors，　mayors，　etc．），
legislatqrs（members　of　prefectural　and　municipal　assemblies）and　o伍cers
to　simply　say　that　selection　of　such　o伍cials“must　be　through　the　election
by　citizens　of　local　public　entities．”However，　GHQ　did　not　apProve　of　this
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⑳
deletion　of“direct”from　direct　popular　vote．　Further，　the　GHQ　provision
that　stipulated“Their　right　to　create　charters　must　not　be　taken　away”was
revised　to‘‘（they）may　enact　regulations　and　ordinances．”
　The　changes　of　the　content　of　the　GHQ　proposal　reflect　the　government’s
resistance　to　GHQ’s　local　autonomy　constitutionalism　and　its　intent　to　unify
local　autonomous　bodies　legislatively　and　to　guarantee　the　superiority　of
the　Diet　over　local　assemblies．16
　Although，　the　legal　status　of　local　public　entities　changed　in　the　enactment
process　of　the　Japanese　Constitution，　the　existence　and　the　guarantee　of
the　right　of　autonomy　has　been　made　explicit．　Moreover，　as　with　other
governmental　institutions，　the　guarantee　of　the　right　of　autonomy　has　been
heir　to　the　same　ideas　of　natural　law　which　form　the　background　of　the
overall　constituti’on．
4　The　Guarantee　of　Local　Autonomy
，How　was　the　constitutional　guarantee　of　local　autonomous　bodies　ex－
plained　by　theoretical　precedent？The“Annotated　Japanese　Constitution
Vol．　II”published　in　1954　implied　the　new　constitution　guaranteed　local
autonomy　in　the　sense　of　collective　autonomy　and　residents’autonomy．　It
stated“The　idea　of　the　right　of　autonomy　of　local　public　entities　are　indi－
cated．「We　can　discern　a　standpoint　that　guarantee　the　ind！igenousαn（t　equα1
吻ht（ゾautonomy　that　cannot　be　taken　away．　However，　it　is　not　meant　to　be
interpreted　to　mean　that　local　autonomy　is　absolute　and　that　all　restrictions
from　a　national　standpoint　are　to　be　rejected．”171t　is　clear　here　that　the
in吻enous　equα1吻んt（ゾa2Ltonomy　is　a伍rmed　with　attached　conditions．
　Shozaburo　Sugumura　presented“Points　at　Issue　in　the　Local　Autonomy
Chapter　of　the　Constitution”in　the　issue　No．9（1953）of　Koんo　Kenkyu．　He
wrote“There　is　some　reservations　over　whether　or　not　the　in吻enous　Wights
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opinion　can　be　included　in　our　interpretation‘　of　the　Constitution＿（How－
ever）our　nation’s　constitution　provides　a　separate　chapter　for　local　auton－
omy　instead　of　including　it　in　the　chapter　of　citizen’s　rights　and　duties＿
As　the　rights　of　local　public　entities　are　guaranteed　by　constitutional　pro－
visions，　it　is　certain　that　they　have　a　powerful　authority　that　is　different
from　other　public　entities．　In　this　meaning，（these　rights）are　fundamental
rights．”18
　　The　above　are　repreertative　of　the　school　of　though　that　establishes　the
guarantee　of　local　autonomy　as　a　natural　indigenous　right．　In　Gyosei　Ho
（1955），Jiro　Tanaka　offered　the　following　criticism　of　this　view：“Moreover，
the　absolute　view　of　local　autonomy　as　indigenous　is　not　only　impermissible
from　the　argument　of　legal　structure，　but　also　cannot　escape　criticism　for
going　too　far　as　a　policy　argument．　The　reason　is　that　while　local　public
entities　are　often　territorial　communities，　they　are　also　public　functioning
entities　that　exist　as　an　integral　part　of　the　national　government　structure
that　exists　beyond　their　borders．　It　is　not　possible　for　local　public　entities　to　’
be　separated　from　the　national　government．”19　Tanaka’s　view　represented
the　popular　viewpoint　that　saw　local　autonomous　bodies　as　branches　of　the
natiOnal　gOVernment　OrganizatiOn．
　　However，　along　with　these　popular　viewpoints　that　existed　at　the　time，
appeared　contradictory　arguments　that　asserted　that　the　guarantee　of　local
autonomy　had　little　significance．　Yoshimiki　Yanase　stated“The　main　sig－
nificance　of　Article　92（the　principle　of　local　autonomy；added　by　writer），
is　that　it　provides　an　exception　to　the　principle　of　centralized　executive
power　stipulated　in　Article　65　and　makes　possible　local　autonomy　which
was　not　possible　under　Article　65．　In　other　words，　instead　of　guaranteeing
the　institution　of　local　autonomy，　it　provides　the　grounds　for　its　existence．
The　language　used　of　the　beginning，　suggests　that　the　main　purpose　of　the
article　is　to　recognize　or　to　allow　the　institution　of　local　autonomy．　De一
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spite　its　extreme　lack　of　meaning　as　a　guarantee　of　local　autonomy，　this
provision　is　not　completely　without　meaning．”20
　　There　were　reverberations　among　publicists　in　response　to　the　criticism
against　the　prevailing　opinion．　For　example，　Nobunari　Ukai　makes　the　fol－
lowing　rebuttal　by　pointing　out　that“Aside　from　providing　articles　related
to　the　organization　and　administration　of　local　public　entities　based　on　the
principle　of　autonomy，　the　constitution　must　certainly　recognize　local　au－
tonomy　in　some　kind　of　form　as　long　as　we　do　not　permit　such　a　contrαdictio
仇叫ec彦o　to　the　principle　of　local　autonomy　that　does　not　recognize　local
autonomジ’21　Yanase’s　interprets“the　principle　of　local　autonomy”as　the
reason　of　existence　for　local　autonomies．　Consequently，　this　leads　to　the
logic　that　if　the　reason　for　existence　is　zero，　then　the　substance　of　local
autonomy　is．naturally　zero，　denying　the　very　existence　of　local　autonomy．
The　severe　criticism　towards　this　logic　made　by　many　scholars　was　to　be
expected．
　　From　the　Iater　half　of　the　1950s　through　the　1960s　appeared　many　writ－
ten　works　related　to　the　principle　of　autonomy．　Among　these　were　Oれんo
ゴ乞cれnoんonsんi（The　Principle　of　Local　autonomy）by　Ryokichi　Arikura
（KENPO　KOZA［Yuhikaku，1959］），0れんo　j乞c力仇oんonshi（The　Principle　of　Lo－
cal　autonomy）by　Toshimasa　Sugimura（KENPO　ENSHU［Yuhikaku，1959］，
Chiho　2’ichi　no　honsんi（The　Principle　of　Local　autonomy）”by　Hideo　Wada
（HOGAKU　SEMINAR　No．60，1960），“仇んo　jゼcん仇oんonsんi”to　sono　k伽（The
Principle　of‘Local　autonomy’and　Its　function）”by　Suruki　Akagi（SHISO
No．443，1961），　Ohuo　shuken　to　cん仇o　bunken（Centralized　power　and　the　Sepa、
ration　of　Local　power）by　Shozaburo　Sugimura（TOSHIYOSHI　MIYAZAWA
KANREKI　KINEN；NIHON　KENPO　TAIKEI　3［Yuhikaku，1963］），　and　Chiんo
jτcんi　noん08九〇（The　Guarantee　of　Local　autOnomy）by　Yoriaki　Narita（TOSHI－
YOSHI　MIYAZAWA　KANREKI　KINEN：NIHON　KENPO　TAIKEI　5［Yuhi－
kaku，1964］）．　The　works　by　Arikura22，　Sugimura，　and　Wada　made　basic
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observations　of　the　principle　of　autonomy　and　asserted　that　its　fundamen－
tals　give　birth　to　constitutional　constraints　in　legislation　and　administra－
tion．　Nari：ta’s　essay　introduced　the　theory　of．institutional　guarantee，　which
was　the　prevailing　opinion　in　German　publicism，　and　pointed　out　the　exis－
tence　of　legal　principles　of　constraints　and　restrictions　in　legislation　and
administration、23　By　this　period，　the　theories　of　natural　indigenous　rights
and　local　rights　had　disappeared．　Around　this　time，　the　Supreme　Court
handed　down　a　decision　that　followed　the　prevailing　trend　in　a　lawsuit　cen－
tering　around　the　provisions　of　paragraph　1，　No．20f　Article　2810f　the
Local　Autonomy　Act　which　abolished　the　public　election　system　for　chiefs
of　special　metropolitan　districts．　Concerning　the　guarantee　of　local　auton－
omy，　the　Supreme　Court　was　even　more　positive　and　deCided　that“In　order
for　a　local　public　entity　to　deserve　its　narne，　it　is　not　su伍c玉ent　to　merely
treat　it　as　such　by　law．　In　actuality，　its　citizens　need　to　maintain　a　co－
operative　lifestyle　that　is　economically　and　culturally　intimate　and　have　a
social、foundation　that　is　based　on　a　cooperative　body　consciousness，　Even
as　seen　from　the　stahdpoint　of　its　histOry　and　its　actual　administration，　it
must　be　a　regional　entity　that　is　granted　such　basic　authority　as　apPropriate
autonomous　Iegislative，　administrative，　and・financial　rights．　It　is．also　suit－
able　to　say　that　as　long　as　an　entity　has　such　substance，　it　is　impermissible
to　ignore　that　substance　and　take　away　the　guaranteed　authority　of　local
autonomy　by　law（sup．ct．，G．B．，March　27，196317　Keishu　121）．
　The　question　that　can　be　raised　is：If　the　institutional　guarantee　doctrine
is　introduced，　just　what　parts　of　local　autonomy　wiII　be　guaranteedP　Also，
even　if　measures　applicable　to　this　parts　or　parts　can　be　taken，　such　mea－
sures　differ　depending　on　the　value　judgment　of　each　person．　Consequently，
since　it　is　an　indeterminate　concept，　the　institutional　guarantee　doctrine
will　be　apt　to　have　a　particular　interpretation　and　be　fil玉ed　with　value　judg－
ments．　This　leads　to　severe　criticism　from　scholars　of　government　who
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question　if　it　actually　has　any　limiting　effect　over　legislative　authority　and
may　further　assert　that　it‘‘tends　to　serve　as　an‘invisible　mantle’for　the
actions　of　Iegislators”in　specific　instances（such　as　the‘‘Popular　Ward　Chief
Public　Elections　of　Specia1・Wards”）．24　　　　　．
　However，　as　environmental　pollution　and　destruction　of　the　environment
became　reality　from　the　latter　half　of　the　1960s　through　the　1970s，　writ－
ten　works　appeared　to　bring　up　the　restoration　of　the　right　of　local　au－
tonomy　and　the　principle　of　local　autonomy．　These　include　Kenpoんα35んo
（chiんoゴicんの［Chapter　80f　the　Constitution（Local　autonomy）］by　Syuichi
Sugai（HOGAKURONSO　Vol．88，　No．4－6，1961），　CHIHO　FUKKEN　NO
SHISO（The　Idea　of　the　restoration　of　Local　rights）by　Takashi　Tejima
（Nishi　Nihon　Shinbunsha，1973），　Kenpo　to　c疏んoゴτcん乞（The　Constitution　and
Local　autonomy）by　Hiroshi　Tokioka（in　ARIKURA　RYOKICHI　KAN－
REKI　KINEN：GENDAI　KENPO　NO　KIHON　MONDAI［Waseda　Daigaku
Shuppanbu，1974］），（泥んo　j‘cんiken　noんonshitsu（The　Essence　of　Local　auton－
omy）1－3　by　Yasuo　Sugihara（HORITSU　JIHO　VoL　48，　No．2－4［1976］），
S・HIMIN　JICHI　NO　KENPO　RIRON（the　Constitutional　theory　of　Munic－
ipal　autonomy）by　Keiichi　Matsushita（Iwanami　Shoten，1976），　and　JICHL
TAI　KENPOGAKU（Self－Governing　Body　Constitutional　Scholarship）by
Seikichi　Haryu（Gakuyo　Shobo，1976）．
　The　common　factor　to　these　essays　was　their　argument　that　the　intro－
duction　of　the　institutional　guarantee　doctrine　into　the　explanation　of　the
principle　of　local　autonomy　would　give　a　free　hand　to　the　national　gov－
ernment　in　intervening　in　local　entities．　That　is，　in　political　science　terms，
based　on　the　recognition　of　crisis　facing　Iocal　autonomy，　the　essays　rep．
resent　a　viewpoint　that　attempts　a　new　theory　construction　to　restore　the
local　autonomy　doctrine．　Of　course，　the　essential　understanding　of　this
theory　construction　differs　with　school　of　thought．　First，　Teshima’s　essay
acknowledges　residents’right　of　autonomy　and　groups’right　of　autonomy
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and　places　emphasis　on　Article　950f　the　constitutional　by　saying　that　the
“Indigenous　right　of　local　autonomy（which　unifies　the　above　rights）can　be
read　clearly　from　Article　95．”251n　Tokioka’s　essay，　the　principle　or　funda－
mentals　of　local　autonomy　is　seen　as　indigenous　rights．　In　other　words，“the
individuality　and　autonomy　of　a　public　entity，　like　the　fundamental　human
rights　of　the　individua1，　are　the　pre－nationalistic　indigenous　rights　of　a　lo－
cal　autonomy　and　are　inherently　vital　to　democracy．”26　Matsumoto’s　essay
advocates　popular　and　decentralized　sovereignty，　which　make　the　everyday
actions　of　national　sovereignty　possible，　and　emphasizes　local　autonomous
bodies　as　collcrete　organizational　entities　of　sovereignty．　In　other　words，　the
rights　of　the　residents　of　local　public　entities　should　be　obtained　through
popular　and　decentralized　sovereignty　and　sovereignty　should　be　reevalu－
ated　in　the　context　of　the　national　legal　system．　The　essay　contradicts
the　pyramid　logic　with　its　descending　order　from　national　government　to
prefecture　to　city，　or　village　tσresident　and　instead　enhances　the　position
of　local　autonomous　bodies　by　constructing　a　reverse　logic　of　an　ascend－
ing　order　that　goes　from　citizen　to　city，　town，　or　village　to　prefecture　to
natiOnal　gOVernment．27
　There　also　appeared　people’s　rights　and　indigenous　rights　opinions　that
looked　at　the　essence　of　local　autonomy　from　the　point　of　view　of　the　peo一
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　る
ple’s　sovereignty　theory　with　the　assumption　that　sovereignty　is　indivisible．
An　essay　by　Yasuo　Sugihara　is　representative　of　such　viewpoints．　Concern－
ing　the　guarantee　of　local　autonomy，　he　writes，“should　be　based　on　the
principles　of　‘people’s　rights’which　seek　through　government　by　the　will　of
the　people　and，　accordingly，　the　local　public　entity　should　be　expected　to　be
independent　from　the　central　government　in　the　management　of　its　duties
within　its　own　capacities　based　on　the　direct　opinions　of　its　citizens．（The
central　government　manages　only　matters　relating　to　the　whole　nation　and
citizenry　based　on　the　opinions　of‘the　People．’）”28　Seikichi　Haryu’s　essay
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put　the　right　of　autonomy　in　the　context　of　human　rights．　In　order　words，
the　principle　of　local　autonomy“should　not　be　simply　interpreted　as　not
limited　to　resident　autonomy　or　group　autonomy，　but　as　naturally　incorpo－
rating　the　aim　of　modern　constitutionalism　to　protect　human　rights．29　This「
viewpoint　sees　local　autonomous　bodies　as　means　for　protecting　human
rights．
　Japan’s　rapid　economic　growth　from　the　latter　half　of　the　1970s　through
the　1980s　and　into　the　1990s　has　endangered　local　autonomy．　As　a　result，
many　writings　have　appeared　that　link　this　sense　of　crisis　with　the　need
for　decentralization　and　review　the　principle　of　local　autonomy．’The　es－
says　of　many　law　scholars　can　be　interpreted　as　criticisms　of　the　view
of　local　autonomous　bodies　as　deriving　from　the　national　government　and
of　the　introduction　of　institutional　guarantee．　Among’these　are　KENPO
TO　CHIHO　ZAISEIKEN（The　Constitution　and　Local　financial　rights）by
Hirohisa　Kitano（Keiso　Shobo，1980）30，　JICHITAI　HOGAKU（Legalism　of
Autonomous　bodies）by　Hitoshi　Kaneko（Gakuyo・Shobo，1988）31，　and　JI－
CHITAI　KENPOGAKU（The　Constitutionalsm　of　Autonomous　bodies）by
Kenji　Yamashita　and　Takeshi　Kobayashi（Gakuyo　Shobo，1991）32．Many　later
works　have　followed　the　same　line　of　thought　and　have　discussed　the　crisis
of　local　autonomy　and　decentraIization　from　a　viewpoint　that　stressed　the
securing　autonomy　and　local　government．33
5 Reevaluation　of　the　Right　of　I．ocal　Autonomy　and　Local　Rights
（1）When　looking　at　Iocal　autonomy，　it　is　necessary　to　again　investigate
the　constitutional　guarantee　of　local　autonomy　in　the　context　of　the　present
enVlrOnment．
　We　can　classify　the　schools　of　thought　concerning　the　guarantee　of　local
autonomy　that　have　developed　along　with　modern　constitutionalism　into
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two　categories．　The　first　is　a　Jacobean　type　conception　of　autonomy　that
links　the　citizenry　with　the　state　through　the　establishment　of　national
sovereignty　and　refuses　to　constitutionally　recognize　old　traditional　local
autonomiさs　considered　as　heirs　to　feudalistic　elements．　The　second　is　a
conception　seen　in　Britain　and　the　United　States　that　constitutionally　rec－
ognizes　autonomous　bodies　as　the　very　foundation　of　a　democratic　nation．34
　　The　Japanese　Constitutional・Convention　discussed　the　guarantee　of　lo－
cal　self－governing　bodies　along　with　the（legislative，　administrative，　and
judicial）organization　of　the　national　government．　The　focus　of　those　dis・
cussions　was　the　decentralization　of　authority．　Legally　speaking，　the　right
of　autOnomy　and　regional　rights　were　recognized　at　the　Constitutional　Con－
ventionally　This　recognition　was　a　prerequisite　to　the　difference　in　opinions
between　Rowell　and　Kades　collcerning　the　relationship　between　local　self－
governing　bodies　and　the　central　government．　Although　some　elements　of
the　type　of　local　autonomy　that・existed　under　the　Meiji　Constitution　still
exist，　the　right　of　autonomy　that　was　recognized　followed　the　American
and　British　patterns．　This　signified　a　true　local　expression　of　democracy．
Toshiyoshi　Miyazawa　summed　up　the　new　constitutional　idea　by　writing
that“At　the　central　level，　various　institutions　surrounding　the　Diet　are
born：at　the　local　level，　the　so－called　local　autonomy　is　born．35　　　　　　　・
　　As　long　as　we　stay　within　this　viewpoint，　the　adoption　of　the　institutional
guarantee　viewpoint　should　not　raise　any　concern．　There　is　no　doubt　that
this　viewpoint　obliges　the　legislative　and　administration　branches　of　the
government　to　not　infringe　on　the　essential　content　or　core　of　local　auton－
omy．　However，　as　many　essays　have　pointed　out，　a　judgment　of　what　that
content　or　core　constitutes　is　di伍cult．　An　even　greater　concern　rises　in　the
fact　that　it　is　a　theory　which　has　its　roots　in　a　denial　of　the　existence　of
the　right　of　local　autonomy．
　　What　signi丘cance　has　the　recognition　of　the　indigenous　right　of　auton一
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omy？This　question　needs　to　be　explored　as　a　component　of　the“principle
of　local　autonomy．”Many　written　works　explain　the　above　principle　as　a
synthesis　of　the　autonomy　of　groups　and　of　citizens．　However，　it　is　neces－
sary　to　determine　the　specific　content　of　each　form　of　autonomy．　Here，　the
autonomy　of　groups　and　of　citizens　are　explored　separately．
　　1）The　Right　of　Group　Autonomy　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
　　This　refers　to　the　emphasis　on　autonomous　power　versus　centralized’
power．　The　following　represents　a　viewpoint　concerning　the　relationship
between　group　autonomy　and　the　state：“Since　local　autonomy　is　an流emαI
part　of　the　nation’s　political　structure，　no　matter　how　much　local　autonomy
is　asserted，　it　has　a　self－evident　limit　and　there　is　no　need　to　mention　that
any　infringement　on　the　unity　of　the　nation’s　political　structure　is　not　per－
missible．”36　The　matter　in　question　here　is　the　interpretation　suggesting
that　local　autonomy　is“an　internα1』帥ｿrt of　the　nation’s　political　structure．”
It　is　only　natural　that　the　opposing　viewpoint　sees　local　autonomy　not　as　an
internal　part　of　the　nation’s　political　structure，　but　as　a　political　structure
that　exists　in　parallel　with　the　nation’s　political　structure．　Yasuo　Sugihara
states　that　local　autonomy　in　based　on　people’s　sovereignty　and　that“the
local　public　entity　should　be　expected　to　be　independent　from　the　central
government　in　disposing　the　duties　within　its　own　capacities”and　that“The
central　government　manages　only　matters　relating　to　the　whole　nation　and
citizenry　based　on　the　opinions　of　the　People．”37　Keiichi　Matsushita　shares
the　same　viewpoint　when　he　emphasizes　local　autonomy　as　a　means　to
activate　citizens’sovereignty　and　the　decentralization　of　sovereignty．　The
problem　with　the　popular　viewpoint　given　earlier　is　the　point　expressed　by
Toshiyoshi　Miyazawa：‘‘Local　autonomy　has　a　self－evident　limit　and　there
is　no　need　to　mention　that　any　infringement　on　the　unity　of　the　nation’s
political　structure　is　not　permissible．”By　infringement　on　the　unity　of　the
nation’s　political　structure”，　the　author　probably　means　the　infringement
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of　the　laws　enacted　by　the　national　government．　Therefore，　his　statement
asserts　that　going　against　the　laws　of　the　country　is　impermissible　because
it　infringes　on　unity．　The　danger　of　this　thinking　is　in　its　assumption　of
prior　occupation　by　national　laws．　Common　to　the　works　written　from　this
point　of　view　is　the　need　to　clearly　define　what　the　work　of　the　national
government　is　and　what　the　work　of　the　local　self－governing　body　is．
　As　long　as　the　guarantee　of　the　right　of　autonomy　is　to　be　assumed，　the
following　should　apply：
　　①The　functions　of　local　public　entities　are　to　be　processed　autonomously．
In　other　words，　one’s　own　functions　should　not　be　submitted　to　the　guardian
supervision　of　the　central　government・．
　　②The　distribution　of　local　functions　should　favor　local　public　entities．　If
this　rule　is　carried　through，　then　the　functions　appropriate　to　cities，　towns，
and　villages　would　be　carried　out　by　those　entities．　Functions　not　appropr1－
ate　to　cities，　towns，　and　villages　would　become　the　functions　of　prefectures．
Functions　not　suitable　to　the　prefectures　would　become　the　work　of　the
national　government（the　duties　of　the　central　government）．　The　ideas　of
the　Shoup　Report　of　August　1954　serve　as　reference　for　this　distribution　of
functions．
　　③In　order　to　establish　such　functions　that　place　priority　on　local　public
entities，　it　is　natural　that　the　autonomous　taxation　rights　of　such　entities
be　recognized　and　that　the　distribution　of　revenue　sources　matches　the
distribution　of　functions．38
　　According　to　the　Local　Autonomy　Act　enacted　under　the　Japanese　Con－
stitution，　these　functions　include　public　functions　（indigenous　functions）・
group　delegated　functions，　and　administrative　functions（Local　Autonomy
Act　Article　2，　Paragraph　2）．　Public　functions　are　the　purpose　of　existence
for　local　public　entities　and　include　mainly　non－authoritarian　services　and
the　maintenance　of　facilities　for　the　welfare　of　their　residents　such　as　rub一
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　　bish　treatment，　water　and　sewage　works，　schools，　hospitals，　and　public　halls．
　　Delegated（group）』functions　are　those　functions　delegated　by　the　national
　　government　or　other　local　public　entities　on　the　basis　of　individual　pro－
　　visions　of　the　law　and　include　the　functions　mentioned　on　the．　Attached
　　Tables』1　and　20f　the　Local　Autonomy　Law　such　as　building　of　hospitals
　　for　communicable　diSeases　and　carrying　out　steps　against　unemployment　or
　　National　Health　Insurance　projects．　Administrative　functions　are　functions
　　that　were　not　recognized　for　local　public　entities　under　the　old　system　and
　　include　the　exercise　of’civil　authority　to　regulate　the　rights　and　freedom
　　of　residents　such　as　keeping　control　over　traMc，　demonstrations，　private
　　enterprises，　and　pollution．　As　a　principle，　the　standards　for　carrying　out
、，these　three　types　of　functions　are　in　accordance　with　regulations．
　　　Other　local　public　entity　functions　include　‘‘delegated　agency　functions
　　”that　are　entrusted　Under　the　law　to　chiefs，　committees，　or　other　locaI
　　agencies　by　the　national　government　or　other　local　public　entities．　The
　　authority　of　local　assemblies　in・relation　to　such　functions　is　substantially
　　controlled（Art．99）and　the　chiefs　of　local　public　entities　are　treated　as
　　lower　agencies　of　the　national　government　and　are　subject　to　its　supervision
　　（Art．150）．　The　delegated　agency　functions　comprise　a　large　part　of　local
　　public　entities’work　load；they　represent　70　to　80　percent　of　prefectural
　　districts’・daily　work’and　about　40　percent　of　municipalities’daily　work．
　　　The　idea　behind　the　allotment　of　functions　to　local　public　entities　as　shown
　　above　is　not　admissible　from　the　viewpoint　of　local　rights　and　especially
　　the　right　of　group　autonomy．　Consequently，　it　is　onIy　natural　that　delegated
　　agency　functions　are　subject　to　extremely　close　scrutiny　by　Ad．　Reform
　　Committees．
　　　2）Right　of　Resident　Autonomy
　　　This　refers　to　government　by　the　people　in　local　regions．　This　viewpoint
　　differs　from　the　idea　of　the　Jacobean　type　of　local　autonomy　based　on　peo一
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ple’s　sovereignty　and　requires　the　democratization　of　local　autonomy　for
the　democratization　of　the　overall　national　government　structure．　The　op－
position　of　ideas　between　Rowell　and　Kades　during　the　enactrnent　process
of　Japan’s　constitution　concerning　the　nature　of　local　autonomy　has　already
been　introduced．　Common　to　both　opinions，　however，　was　the　idea　that　par－
ticipation　of　residents　in　government　allowed　by　resident　self　government
would　lead　to　more　effective　participation　of』citizens　in　the　national　gov－
ernment　structure．39　This　idea　is　not　out　of　the　ordinary　if　we　suppose　that
their　purpose　was　to　carry　out　local　democracy　in　Japan　where　bureau・
cracy　was　deeply　rooted．　The　specific　content　of　participation　of　residents
in　government　include　the　following：
①The　will　of　residents　is　re且ected　in　local　public　entities　through　as・
semblies　and　chiefs．　Unlike　in　the　national　government，　two－dimensional
representation　is　required　in　local　public　entities。
　②The　will　of　residents　must　be　reflected　accurately　in　assembl－ies（through
SOCial　repreSentatiOn）．
　　③The　representing　assembly　rriembers　and　chiefs　must　carry　a　responsi－
bility　toward　residents．　Also，　because　local　autOnomy　is　held　in　high　regard，
Article　950f　the　constitution　stipulates　that・any“special　law　applicable　only
to　one　local　public　entity”must　be　subject　to　a　vote　by　residents．　This　is
an　example　of　residents’autonomy．
　　3）Autonomy　as　a　Guarantee　of　Human　Rights
　　Local　public　entities　must　be　where　resident’s　freedom　and　human　rights，
not　to　mention　the　right　to　their　way　of　Iiving，　are　protected　and　defended．
In　JIJITAI　KENPOGAKU，　Seikichi　Haryu　writes“While　the　principle　of
local　autonomy，　along　with　residents’autonomy　and　group　autonomy，　has
been　taken　as　a　problem　of　government　organization，　it　has　not　been　treated
as　a　doctrine　of　human　rights。”Following　this　statement，　he　also　wrote
“The　principle　of　autonomy　in　Article　92　should　not　be　simply　interpreted
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as　limited　to　residents’autonomy　or　group　autonomy，　but　as　naturally　incor－
porating　the　aim　of　modern　constitutionalism　to　protect　human　rights．　A
local　public　entity　that　is　separated　from　a　basic　aim　of　faithfully　protecting
human　rights　is　nothing　at　all．　The　organs　of　government　exist　for　the　bill
of　rights．”40　Similarly，　Yasuo　Sugihara　asserted“As　clearly　stated　in　the
Japanese　Constitution，　especially　Articles　11，13，　and　97，　as　the　government
of　the　central　administration，　the　government　of　local　public　entities　exists
to　guarantee　human　rights　and　should　be　interpreted　as　being　obliged　to
respect　human　rights　to　the　maximum　extent．　It　is　not　possible　to　interpret
these　prescriptions　as　not　being　applicable　to　the　government　of　local　public
entities．　It　also　follows　that　the‘principle　of　local　autonomy’should　be　in－
terpreted　as　incorporating　this　meaning．　Such　being　the　case，　as　a　principle，
if　necessary　to　guarantee　the　human　rights　of　residents，　local　public　entities
should　be　able　to　act　on　all　matters　autonomously　regardless　of　the　exis－
tence　or　non－existence　of　legal　basis　or　legal　prescription．”41　Although　the
Haryu　and　Sugihara’s　assertions　that　the　purpose　of　local　autonomy　was
to　protect　the　human　rights　of　residents　seem　a　commonplace，　they　have　an
aspect　of　freshness　if　we　consider　that　they　were　developed　after　the　war
when　the　guarantee　of　human　rights　was　separated　from　the　guarantee　of
lOCal　aUtOnOmy．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
　　（2）The　human　rights　guarantee　of　residents　in　local　public　entities　made
by　the　Japanese　Constitution　specifically　means　the　guarantee　of　freedom
rights，　social　rights，　political　rights，　etc．　The　realization　of　the　guarantee
gf・e・id・nt・’h・man・ight・m・y・peci丘・ally　acc・mpany　the　enactm・nt　and
reform　of　independent　laws，　ordinances，　general　plans，　etc．　However，　there
have　been　cases　where　their　legislation　has　been　contested　on　the　question
・fwh・th・・…n・tth・y　w・・e　c・nf・・m　t・the　c・n・tit・ti・n　and・xi・ti・g　l。w、，
some　of　the　points　of　contention　are　presented　below．
1）Constitutionally　and　Legally　Withheld　Matters　and　Their　Relation　to
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Regulations
　Examples　include　control　of　property（contents）permitted　by　regulation
（the　legalism　of　property　rights），　the　levying　of　taxes　permitted　by　regula－
tion（the　legalism　of　taxation），　and　the　enactment　of　penalties　permitted　by
regulation（the　principle　of　legality）．
①Property　Control　Permitted　by　Ordinance
　Paragraph　2，　Article　290f　the　constitution　stipulates　that　‘Property　rights
shall　be　defined　by　law，　in　conformity　with　the　public　welfare．”　Conse－
quently，　the　question　of　whether　or　not　the　control　of　property　rights　can
be　permitted　by　regulations　becomes　a　problem．　Actually，　regulations　con－
cerning　property　rights　have　been　continuously　enacted　since　the　1960s．　For
example，　these　include　the　Sloped　Land　Constitution　Control　Regulation，
Ground　Water　Pumping　Control　Regulation，　Reservoir　Conservation　Reg－
ulation（Nara　Prefecture），　Pollution　Prevention　Regulation，　Environmental
Protection　Regulation，　Environmental　Assessment　Regulation，　Consumer
Protection　Regulation，　and　the　Retail　Shop　Control　Regulation．　Since　these
regulations　control　property　rights，　they　have　been　the　subject　of　debate
to　be　in　conformity　with　the　constitution．　If　they　are　unconstitutional，　re－
gardless　of　the　welfare　demands　of　a　public　entity，　controls　over　property
rights　cannot　become　laws　by　regulation　except　when　there　is　individual
legal　mandate．　Controls　must　be　based　on　a　law　with　complete　formal
meaning．420n　the　other　hand，　those　who　assert　that　it　is　constitutional
point　out　that　Paragraph　2，　Article　290f　the　constitution　does　not　exclude
control　of　property　rights　permitted　by　regulation　and　thus　allows　such
control．　The　reasons　for　this　interpretation　include　the　following：
　　i）The　right　to　enact　regulations　provides　a　single　exception　to　the　Diet
being　the　only　lawmaking　organ．
　　ii）ReguIations　are　enacted　at　local　assemblies　which　have　democratic
foundations　and　thus　have　no　essential　differences　with　laws．
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　　iii）As　shown　by　constitutional’debate，　Article　290f　the　constitution　shows
that　Iegal　formality　is　necessary　for　the　de丘nition　of　property　rights．　Conse－
quently，　it　clearly　presents　a　rule　over　legal　power　by　the　nation　by　stating
that　a　simple　government　order　cannot　make　such　a　definition　of　property
rights　and　does　not　exclude　regulations　in　anyway．43
　　From　the　viewpoint　of　indigenous　right　of　autonomy，2）and　3）are　sound
reasons・Of　course，　even　if　property　rights　are　controlled　by　regulations，　the
regulations　that　oPPose　the　principle　ofαutonomy　will　be　8μ句ecτtoα　‘‘double
stαndαrd”thαt　is　the　legα1　prin吻le・∫脚peπy吻hts　C・ntr・1．
　　What　made　such　property　controls　by　regulations　decisive　was　the“Reg－
ulation　Concerned　with　Rationalizing　Tokyo　Land　Dealings”of　October
1986that　stipulated　land　market　price　controls．　Although　this、regulation
was　abolished　in　l987，　it　was　called　on“extention”regulation　of　the　Na－
tional　Land　Use　and　Planning　Law（1974）and　its　Iegality　was　recognized
and　it　thus　contributed　to　the　advancement　of　the　legality　of　regulation
enaCtment．44
　　②Taxation　Permitted　by　Regulation
　　Article　840f　the　constitution　lays　down　the　provisions　for　the　legalism　of
taxation．　Consequently，　the　matter　of　whether　or　not　local　self－governing
bodies　may　carry　out　taxation　by　regulation　has　been　a　matter　of　con－
tention・Since　the　enactment　of　the　Japanese　Constitution，　the　legality　of
taxation　by　regulation　has　been　recognized　based　on　the　authorization　of
the　Local　Tax　Law．　The　following　are　related　opinions；i）Definition　by
regulations　within　the　framework　of　the　Local　Tax　Law　provide　an　excep－
tion　to　the　legality　of　taxation　and　should　be　allowed；ii）Article　84　must　be
interpreted　as　pertaining　to　regulations；and　iii）the　right　of　taxation　must
be　apProved　as　a　part　of　the　right　to　independent　finances　and　as　an　indis－
pensable　element　of　local　entities　if　they　are　to　be　independently　governed．45
Therefore，　the　right　to　taxation　should　be　understood　as　being　guaranteed
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by　Articles　92（the　principle　of　local　autonomy）and　Article　94．　Although
recent　judicial　precedent　concerning　taxation　also　warrant　taxation　permit－
ted　by　regulation，　they　do　not　recognize　specific　items　taxed　by　regulation．
For　example，　In　the　decision　of　the　Akita・shi　National　Health　Insurance
Tax　Regulation，Sendai　High　Court　stated“If　Article　920f　the　constitu－
tion　is　referred　to．．．　we　must　state　that　taxation（local　taxes）by　regulation
is　required　and，　in　this　meaning，　the　said“law”of　Article　84　should　be　in－
terpreted　as　pertaining　to　regulations　concerned　with　local　taxes、”（Sendai
High　Court．；July　23，1982，33　Gyoshu　1616．　The　Fukuoka　District　Court
decision　on　the　Omuta　Electricity　Taxation　Lawsuit　is　also　an　example：
“The　constitutionally　recognized　right　of　taxation　of　local　public　entities
is　an　abstractly　sanctioned　power　of　levying　and　collection　of　taxes　for
general　local　public　entities．　The　constitution　does　not　recognize　taxation
rights　for　specific　local　public　entities　concerning　specific　taxation　items．”
（966Hanrei　Jiho　3［Fukuoka　Dist．　Ct．，　June　5，1980］）
③Pena1　Regulations　Permitted　by　Regulations
　Article　310f　the　constitution　stipulates　the　principle　of　legαlity　by　stating
that　penal　regulations　must　be　in　accord　with　laws．　Although　the　estab－
lishment　of　penal　regulations　of　the　constitution，　if　we　take　the　viewpoint
that　autonomous　local　regulations　are　enacted　based　on　the　right　to　au－
tonomy，　the　enactment　of　penalties　do　not　constitute　a　violation　of　Article
31．Academic　opinions　and　court　decisions　make　the　same　a箭rmation．46　A
Supreme　Court　decision　is　one　example：Article　31　should　be　interpreted
as　not　sti函lating　that　penalties　must　necessary　be　determined　by　national
law　and　that，　by　the　delegation　of　legal　power，　definition　by　regulations
below　national　law　is　possible．　This　is　made　clear　by　Proviso　6，　Article　73．
However，　it　goes　without　saying　that　the　delegation　of　legal　power　must　not
be　an　unspecified　and　general　blank　power　of　attorney．”（16　Keishu　5－577
［Sup．　Ct．，　May　30，1962］）
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　　However，　from　the　point　of　the　guarantee　of　autonomy，　the　idea　that　the
right　to　impose　penalties　is　by　right　the　function　of　the　state　and　does　not
belong　to　local　self－governing　bodies　is　not　permissible　and　the　enactment　of
penalties　by　regulation　is　a　power　directly　delegated　by　Article　94，　That　is，
penalties　are　not　based　on　Paragraph　5，　Article　140f　the　Local　Autonomy
Law．　It　also　goes　without　saving　that　penalties　enacted　through　regulations
must　conform　to　those　enacted　through　national　laws．
　　2）The　Relationship　of　Laws　and　Regulations
　　The　relationship　between　laws　and　regulations　is　an　issue　linked　to　the
question　of　how　wide　is　the　range　of　local　self－governing　bodies’powers
to　enact　regulations．　Article　94　stipulates　that“Local　public　entities　may
enact　regulations　within　the　scope　of　the　law．”Based　on　this　stipulation，　a
regulation　cannot　be　enacted　as　long　as　there　is　no　explicit　delegation　by　a
law．　It　is　to　be　expected　that　the　idea　that　laws　take　precedence　has　been
the　dominant　opinion　until　recent　years．　However，　there　has　been　efforts　to
overcome　this　opinion　including　the　debate　over　the　enactment　of“uωαzumi
ゴorei（supernatant　regulations），，，
　　Uωαzumi元o循e‘refers　to　the　practice　of　carrying　out　control　with　regu－
lations　of　even　greater　severity　than　existing　laws’with　the　same　objec－
tives．　A　representative　example　is　provided　by　pollution　regulations．　At
present，　regulations　by　national　law　do　not　restrain　regulations　by　local
self－governing　bodies，　and　the　enactment　of　public　pollution　prevention　reg－
ulations　with　emission　standards　stricter　than　national　regulations　that　set
minimum　standards　for　the　whole　nation　and　citizenry　are　permitted．　One
opinion　states　that“Regardless　if　a　need　for　emission　standards　stricter
than　those　of　the　national　law　is　objectively　recognized，　in　the　case　where
acertain　national　law　must　be　interpreted　as　prohibiting　a　regulation　that
would　ful創l　such　a　need（in　other　words，　when　there　is　no　margin　to　inter－
pret　the　regulation’s　constitutionality），　the　pertinent　law　would　oppose‘the
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principle　of　autonomy’of　Article　92　and　be　invalid．”47
　This　opinion　can　be　interpreted　as・approving　the　autonomy　of　local　self－
governing　bodies’enactment　of　regulations．　This　is　not　out　of　the　ordinary
if　viewed　from　the　standpoint　that　the　indigenous　right　to　autonomy　should
be　approved．
　The　national　government　has　not　faced　environmental　problems　using
only　public　pollution　laws，　but　has　opened　the　way　forμωα拠mZゴore万Imust
mention　that　uwαzumi（supernatant）standards　have　been　clearly　specified　by
regulations　enacted　by　prefectures　over　the　Air　Pollution　Control　Act　and
the　Water　Pollution　Prevention　Act　and　by　regulations　enacted　by　prefec－
tures　and　municipalities　over　the　Noise　Regulation　Act　and　the　Vibration
Regulation　Act．
　　7．Conclusion
　　The　guarantee　of　local　autonomy　is　a　wide　topic，　but　in　this　article，　we
have　analyzed　the　development　of　local　and　indigenous　autonomy　rights，
which　are　the　theoretical　starting　point　of　local　autonomy，　from　their　ap－
pearance　at　the　Constitutional　Assembly　following　the　French　Revolution．
　　Although　local　and　indigenous　autonomy　rights　were　defined　as　a　constitu－
tional　guarantee　of　local　autonomy　under　the　German　Weimar　Constitution，
they　were　interpreted　and　justified　as　having　mere　declarative　significance．
As　a　response，　Carl　Schmitt　proposed　the　concept　of　institutional　guaran－
tee．　As　mentioned　in　this　article，　this　concept　forms　the　foundation　of　local
autonomy　thinking　in　Germany．
　　Despite　the　fact　that　local　autonomy　was　confirmed　under　the　Japanese
Constitution　amidst　great　discord　between　GHQ　and　the　Home　Ministry，　it　is
clear　that　Iocal　self－governing　bodies　were　guaranteed　as　autonomous　struc－
tures　holding　local　and　indigenous　autonomy　rights．　As　a　matter　of　fact，
the　academic　opinion　at　the　time　of　the　constitution’s　enactment　supported
such　guarantee．　However，　the　ideas　of　the　right　of　autonomy（indigenous
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rights）had　not　been　subject　to　suMcient　theoretical　analysis　before　local
rationalization　and　promotion　of　e伍ciency　and　is　being　replaced　by　the　pre－
viously　mentioned　concept　of　institutional　guarantee．　Although　this　concept
seemed　to　have　validity　when　it　was　first　introduced　as　a　legal　principle　to
provide　legislative　and　administrative　limits　over　the　wasting　away　of　local
autonomy，　it　received　criticism　for　being　an“invisible　cloak”for　legislators．
Consequently，　there　has　been　a　movement　to　return　to　the　original　principle
of　autonomy　in　academic　thought．　This　can　be　interpreted　as　a　revival　of
the　indigenous　right　of　autonomy。
　This　article　has　emphasized　the　recognition　anew　of　the　indigenous　right
of　autonomy　and，　through　an　analysis　of　collective　autonomy　and　resident
autonomy　explained　by　the　principle　of　self　government，　has　proposed　the
establishment　of　local　autonomy　as　a　guarantee　of　human　rights．　It　has
also　made　a　legal　observation　of　the　emerging　relationship　between　law
and　regulations　from　the　aspect　of　the　right　of　local　government．　It　goes
without　saying　that　the　specific　investigatioロof　the　establishment　of　the
right　of　local　autonomy　and　the　functions　of　locaI－seIf　governing　bodies　is
aimed　at　strengthening　local　autonomy．48
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